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"Get lost! Since the two of you are in front of the Thompsons, I don't want to harm the innocent! If the two of you know what's

good for you, then move to the side! Otherwise, I'll make sure the two of you won't leave this place standing today!" Leon coldly

warned when faced with Norm and Sully stopping him.

"Brat, you sure are arrogant!" The two of them were both angered by that.

"Sully, don't waste any more time with him! Just deal with him quickly and make him hand over those shares! Stop wasting my

valuable time!" Yonas said impatiently.

"Yes!"

The two of them acknowledged the order. On top of that, Leon's arrogant words angered the two of them.

So, they did not delay for a single moment as they reached out, quickly charging at Leon with incredible force!

"You insignificant insects are trying to harm me?! You don't know your place!" Fane scoffed.novelxo

Since Norm and Sully did not know what was good for them, there was no need for Leon to hold back!

Right after that, he stepped forward and punched out with both his hands, meeting Norm and Sully's attacks with immensely

powerful energy!

"Brat, you're looking to die!” Norm and Sully had a sharp glint in their eyes!

Since Leon was so young, they did not think anything of Leon at all!

Furthermore, Leon already exchanged a blow with them to save Iris just now. He was forced back by them!

It was enough to show that Leon's skills were far below theirs and that he would not be a match for them!

Yet, Leon still dared to face them head-on despite knowing that!

Was that not suicidal?!

"You don't know your place!"

Yonas had a cold smile on his face as he looked at Leon like he was looking at the dirt!

He felt the same as the two experts. He did not think that Leon would be a match for them, and did not think that he would be

able to take on both of them!

It did not sound possible at all!

If there were no surprises, they would be able to easily defeat Leon once their attacks landed!

There was no other possibility!

However, before he could even finish those thoughts, something happened at the next moment that shocked him, Norm, and

Sully!

Bang!

With two loud clashes, Leon's attack landed squarely against Norm and Sully's!

Right after that, the two of them had enough force to break through Leon's attack and the remaining force when right for Leon's

body!

Before this, Leon was not a match for them because he was in too much of a hurry to save Iris. He was not able to show all his

skills, which was why he was forced back!

Yet, he was already prepared at that moment!

He quickly moved as he used the Mirror of Sovereign on his chest to take the attacks!

With his skills, the Mirror of Sovereign was already good enough to defend against Semi Almighty State attacks!

With Norm and Sully only at the peak Emperor State, they would not even be able to break through his defenses, let alone hurt

him!

They did not even manage to move him at all!

At the same time, he took the chance to use Double Attack. Two surges of true energy at the intermediate Overlord State rose

into his fists. After that, he immediately struck at Norm and Sully with vicious intent!
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